
CHARACTERISTICS
A concentrated, high conviction 
portfolio typically comprising 
between 40 and 60 stocks.

 
Invests primarily in mid-capitalisation 
stocks, but with flexibility to invest 
across the market cap spectrum, 
globally.

 
Performance of the Fund is measured 
against the MSCI ACWI Mid Cap Index. 

WHY INVEST IN THIS FUND?

INVESTMENT MANAGER
Mellon is a global 
multi-specialist 

investment manager dedicated to 
serving clients with a full spectrum 
of research-driven solutions. 

ASSET CLASS
EQUITIES

FIXED INCOME

MULTI-ASSET

SPECIALIST

Thematic equity fund focused on disruption in transport and related industries

The BNY Mellon Mobility Innovation Fund offers investors exposure to a disciplined, 
concentrated global equity portfolio that seeks to achieve long-term capital growth through 
exposure to companies focused on the development, adoption and integration of the soon to 
be ubiquitous technologies associated with a new era of smart mobility.

1 TARGETING ATTRACTIVE RETURNS THROUGH A FOCUS ON DISRUPTION 
IN THE TRANSPORTATION LANDSCAPE: The Fund seeks to deliver capital 
growth through investment in businesses exposed to the development, 
adoption and integration of the soon to be ubiquitous technologies 
associated with a new era of smart mobility.

2 DYNAMIC, HIGH-CONVICTION APPROACH DESIGNED TO GENERATE 
MEANINGFUL ALPHA ACROSS MARKET CYCLES: The Fund follows a 
disciplined and concentrated approach to investing, with the aim of 
delivering excess returns through bottom-up stock selection, regardless 
of market direction or prevailing economic conditions. Diversification is 
achieved via a global opportunity set and flexibility to invest across the 
market capitalisation spectrum. 

3 STRONG FOUNDATIONS IN THEMATIC INVESTING: Thematic research 
has played a core role within the management of Mellon’s active equity 
strategies for over 15 years. The firm has been providing dedicated thematic 
solutions to investors since 2011 and today has AUM in excess of US$7 
billion1 within its range of thematic active equity portfolios.

4 HIGHLY-EXPERIENCED TEAM BACKED BY DEPTH OF RESEARCH 
RESOURCE: The Fund is managed by a small, focused dedicated team, with 
an average of 27 years’ industry experience. In generating ideas for the Fund, 
the portfolio management team is supported by a fundamentally-driven 
global research platform, coupled with proprietary quantitative tools, 
providing a broad and efficient coverage model. The active equity Global 
Research platform comprises career industry experts that are ideally 
positioned to identify emerging themes and trends.

FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS AND, IN SWITZERLAND, FOR QUALIFIED INVESTORS ONLY. BNY MELLON GLOBAL FUNDS, PLC 

REGIONS

1  Source: Mellon as at 30 September 2018. Where applicable, AUM includes discretionary and non-
discretionary assets and assets managed by investment personnel acting in their capacity as officers of 
affiliated entities. 
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INVESTMENT TEAM
The Fund employs a team based approach to portfolio management, with all members of the Mobility Innovation team 
contributing to the investment process. Ultimate decision making authority and accountability for the Fund resides with 
Portfolio Manager Sean Fitzgibbon. Sean is in charge of portfolio construction and risk management. He is accompanied by 
Co-Portfolio Managers Frank Goguen and Barry Mills who are responsible fundamental research and continuous analysis of 
the smart mobility theme by conducting qualitative research within their sectors of expertise – consumer discretionary and 
technology, respectively. 

In generating ideas of the Fund, the Mobility Innovation team leverages the extensive fundamental and quantitative research 
capabilities of the firm’s proprietary research platform. The research teams comprise experienced career analysts, providing 
robust sector expertise across the market capitalisation spectrum, investigative research analysts and ESG research resources.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
The Mobility Innovation investment team believes how we use, power and control all means of mobility is at the early stages of 
a vast transformational shift that will profoundly impact businesses, governments and consumers through material 
alterations in interactions across the mobility landscape. The BNY Mellon Mobility Innovation Fund offers investors exposure 
to the development, adoption and integration of the soon to be ubiquitous technologies associated with a new era of smart 
mobility, which broadly fall within four key areas: 

–  Connectivity –  Autonomous vehicles 

–  Sharing –  Electrification

The investment team believes that the Fund presents an offering that is capable of generating alpha through bottom-up stock 
selection regardless of market direction or economic conditions. The team views mobility as a space that is ever-changing and 
dynamic, defined by growth cycles, product cycles and supply-and-demand cycles. These changes drive creative destruction, 
whereby new leaders and laggards are constantly emerging. Regardless of the economic backdrop, the team believes these cycles 
create ample opportunity for skilled portfolio managers to successfully identify a wide range of winning and losing companies.

Source: Mellon as at 30 September 2018. CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are 
registered trademarks owned by CFA Institute. Experience listed may include partial year 
periods. Years with firm includes tenure at The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation affiliates.

BNY MELLON MOBILITY INNOVATION FUND: INVESTMENT RESOURCES

Portfolio management team

– Small, focused dedicated team

–  Average 27 years’ industry experience and 23 years 
with firm

–  Managing assets across styles, regions and market 
capitalisations

Global, small mid cap and quantitative research group

Active equity Global 
Research team

–  Large team of career 
fundamental research 
analysts

–  Over 15 years’ average 
industry experience

Active equity Small Mid 
Cap research team

–  Large team of career analysts 
dedicated to small/mid cap 
stocks area of market

–  Over 15 years’ average 
industry experience

Quantitative resources –  6 quantitative analysts

–  17 years average industry 
experience

Environmental, social and governance (ESG)

Dedicated ESG officer promotes ESG principles within 
research group, ensuring that ESG considerations are 
embedded within the firm’s research process.
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Sean P. Fitzgibbon, CFA
Lead Portfolio Manager

Industry exp (yrs): 27
Years with firm: 27

Frank J. Goguen, CFA
Co-Portfolio Manager
Industry exp (yrs): 23

Years with firm: 23

Barry K. Mills, CFA
Co-Portfolio Manager
Industry exp (yrs): 32

Years with firm: 19

George C. Saffaye
Global Investment Strategist

Industry exp (yrs): 28
Years with firm: 18



INVESTMENT PROCESS
The first stage of the Fund’s investment process is to define 
the investment universe, which comprises the subindustries 
and individual securities within the benchmark that the 
investment team has identified as being impacted by 
innovative and disruptive mobility trends. Such sectors 
include, but are not limited to, consumer discretionary (auto 
components, automobiles, household durables), industrials 
(construction & engineering, electrical equipment, industrial 
conglomerates, machinery), information technology 
(communications equipment, electronic equipment 
instruments & components, internet software & services, 
semiconductors & semiconductor equipment, software, 
technology, hardware storage & peripherals) and 
telecommunication services (diversified telecommunication 
services, wireless telecommunication services). The list of 
relevant market sectors within the benchmark and their 
constituents are reviewed regularly. Any applicable changes 
to the benchmark are analysed by the investment team, 
which makes the decision whether to reflect the change in 
the investment universe. The investment universe may also 
contain securities from across the market capitalisation 
spectrum that are not included in the benchmark, which the 
team has identified through proprietary industry research. 

The universe is then further refined to a list of potential 
candidates for investment across the key areas of the 
mobility theme. This fundamental work draws on the long 
experience of the portfolio management team, particularly 
in technology and automotive segments of the market, in 
addition to broader insights of the firm’s research team, 

inclusive of small cap experts. Companies deemed to offer 
the most compelling investment prospects within this 
mobility-driven candidate list are reviewed against the 
current portfolio of stocks. Portfolio Manager Sean Fitzgibbon 
has final portfolio construction authority with due attention 
paid to ensuring the beta of the theme is appropriately 
captured, the portfolio demonstrates sufficient 
diversification, while continuing to maximise the potential for 
alpha delivery within the desired risk constraints. 

Individual stock positions are typically based on an 18-24 
month investment horizon. This time period strikes a balance 
between avoiding the short-term volatility around corporate 
earnings and events that even a strong investment can 
experience, but also allows for a focus on a company’s 
sustainable earnings growth that is more tied to company 
fundamentals, which do not typically change as rapidly. 

RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is a key component of the Fund’s 
investment approach. The investment process is overlaid 
with both traditional risk management techniques (closely 
monitoring broad risk exposures from industry standard risk 
models) and proprietary methods (custom risk management 
tools created by the firm’s quantitative and/or investment 
teams) that help to minimise the chance that unintended 
risks will greatly affect the portfolio. This is inclusive of a 
performance review of each holding on a bi-weekly basis to 
ensure that all stocks are still the most favourable in their 
market sector, whilst also reviewing any significant 
deviations on a daily basis.

BNY MELLON MOBILITY INNOVATION FUND: INVESTMENT PROCESS

Candidate list 
(175 stocks)

Core portfolio established 
(40-60 stocks)

Portfolio construction 
process

BNY Mellon Mobility 
Innovation Fund

 – Qualitative assessment for 
consistency with theme

 – Theme leaders identified 
by Global Research team

 – Minimum weight on 
certain theme leaders

 – Appropriately capture beta 
of the theme

 – Manage subtheme 
diversification

 – Bi-weekly optimisation

 – Identify sale candidates 
and most attractive 
replacements

 – Fundamental review by 
analysts and portfolio 
managers

 – Maximise portfolio alpha 
subject to risk constraints

 – Qualitative review

 – Risk management

 – Implementation and 
trading



Important information
For Professional Clients and, in Switzerland, for qualified investors only. This is a financial promotion and is not investment advice. For a full list of risks applicable to this fund, please 
refer to the Prospectus or other offering documents. Before subscribing, investors should read the most recent Prospectus and KIID for each fund in which they want to invest. Go to 
www.bnymellonim.com. The Prospectus and KIID are available in English and in an official language of the jurisdictions in which the Fund is registered for public sale. Investment 
Managers are appointed by BNY Mellon Investment Management EMEA Limited (BNYMIM EMEA) or affiliated fund operating companies to undertake portfolio management activities 
in relation to contracts for products and services entered into by clients with BNYMIM EMEA or the BNY Mellon funds. Mellon was formed on 31 January 2018, through the merger of The 
Boston Company and Standish into Mellon Capital. Effective 2 January 2019, the combined firm was renamed Mellon Investments Corporation. Any views and opinions are those of the 
investment manager, unless otherwise noted. Calls may be recorded. For more information visit our Privacy Policy at www.bnymellonim.com. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of 
New York Mellon Corporation and its subsidiaries. Investments should not be regarded as short-term and should normally be held for at least five years. The Fund is a sub-fund of BNY Mellon 
Global Funds, plc, an open-ended investment company with variable capital (ICVC), with segregated liability between sub-funds. Incorporated with limited liability under the laws of Ireland and 
authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS Fund. The Management Company is BNY Mellon Global Management Limited (BNY MGM), approved and regulated by the Central Bank of 
Ireland. Registered address: 33 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland, and in Switzerland, for qualified investors. In Austria, the current Prospectus and the Key Investor Information 
Document are available free of charge from Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich Aktiengesellschaft, Am Stadtpark 9, A-1030 Vienna. In Belgium, the KIID, Prospectus, articles of association and 
latest annual report are freely available upon request to from the paying agent : JP Morgan Chase Bank, 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Bruxelles, Belgium. The Prospectus, KIIDs, articles 
of association, annual and half-yearly financial reports are available in French. In France, the KIID, Prospectus, articles and latest annual report are freely available upon request to the 
centralising agent: BNP Paribas Securities Services, 3 rue d’Antin, 75002 Paris, tél: 00 33 1 42 98 10 00. In Germany, the prospectus is available from BNY Mellon Investment Management EMEA 
Limited, German branch, MesseTurm Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 49, 60308 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. In Spain, BNY Mellon Global Funds is registered with the CNMV, Registration No. 267. 
In Switzerland, the Company is established as an open-ended umbrella type investment company under Irish law and the Sub-funds are authorised by FINMA for distribution to non-qualified 
investors in or from Switzerland. The Swiss representative is Carnegie Fund Services S.A., 11, rue du Général-Dufour, 1204 Geneva. The Swiss paying agent is Banque Cantonale de Genève, 17, 
quai de l’Ile, 1204 Geneva. Investors in Switzerland can obtain the documents of the Company, such as the Prospectus, the KIIDs, the Memorandum and Articles of Association, the semi-annual 
and annual reports, each in their latest version as approved by FINMA, in German, and further information free of charge from the Swiss representative.  Issued in the UK and Europe 
(excluding Switzerland) by BNY Mellon Investment Management EMEA Limited, BNY Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4V 4LA. Registered in England No. 1118580. 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Issued in Switzerland by BNY Mellon Investments Switzerland GmbH, Talacker 29, CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland. Authorised and 
regulated by the FINMA. PC00521. Exp. 28 February 2019. T7106 09/18 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS FUND PLEASE CONTACT US:

 +44 (0)20 7163 2367

 internationalsales@bnymellon.com 

 www.bnymellonim.com

The value of investments can fall. Investors may not get back the amount invested. 

Currency Risk: This Fund invests in international markets which means it is exposed to changes in currency rates which could 
affect the value of the Fund.

Emerging Markets Risk: Emerging Markets have additional risks due to less-developed market practices.

Market Capitalisation Risk: Investment in small companies may be riskier and less liquid (i.e. harder to sell) than large 
companies. This means that their share prices may have greater fluctuations.

Mobility Innovation Companies Risk: The value of investments in Mobility Innovation Companies may be negatively impacted 
by changes in regulation and are dependent upon consumer and business acceptance of new technologies. The Fund’s value 
may be more subject to market fluctuations than if it invested in a broader range of economic sectors.

FUND OBJECTIVE
The Fund aims to achieve long-term capital growth by primarily 
gaining exposure to companies located worldwide that are focused 
on innovation in transportation and related technologies.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Fund launch date 1 August 2018

Base currency USD

Currencies available CHF, EUR, GBP, SGD, USD

Benchmark MSCI ACWI Mid Cap Index

Fund manager Team approach


